
CCP-PETMR 15th Software Framework Meeting 
UCL 15th June 2017 
First version of minutes: Alaleh Rashidnasab 

 
Attendance (13) 
 
Physical 
Kris Thielemans (UCL) 
Casper da Costa-Luis (KCL) 
Ben Thomas (UCL) 
Alaleh Rashidnasab (UCL) 
Philip Noonan (UCL) 
Andrew Reader (KCL) 
Harry Tsoumpas (Leeds) 
Julian Matthews (Manchester) 
Angela (Dee) Tarday (UCL) 
Nikos Efthimiou (Hull) 
 
 
Remote 
Martin Turner (Manchester) 
Abolfazl Mehranian (KCL) 
Christoph Kolbitsch (PTB) 

 
 

1. Progress since last meeting (Kris Thielemans) 
Kris reported recent achievements on more clean up and debugging in SIRF. Good 
PET reconstruction from mMR.  
Superbuild and VM released but still some work in progress related to versioning and 
automatic construction of VM (see github issues) 
Major improvement in wiki documentation on GitHub page.  
User-guide on both wiki and SIRF repository. We should have only one. Casper 
mentioned github pages as a possible solution for hosting MarkDown files. Currently 
not resolved. Kris prefers version tracking on UsersGuide. Could in principle be done 
on wiki too.  
 
ACTION: STFC(?) look into wiki, pages etc options for the User’s Guide 
 
Harry and Julian have problems with running SIRF with Matlab.  
 
ACTION: Harry and Julian to create an issue request with more detail. 
 
 

2. Git tutorial (Casper da Costa-Luis) 
Casper gave a live demo Git tutorial, set up and Git Gui for windows user and some 
main essential commands. 
 

3. Progress on TOF reconstruction with STIR (Nikos Efthimiou) 



Speaker canceled.  
 
 
 
 

4. Data transfer and file format conversion (Ben Thomas) 
Ben reported on mMR PET raw data tools he has developed. 
Export PET raw data from scanner as .IMA file or .dcm/.bf pair. Notes that PACS will 
generally not accept raw data (even if wrapped in DICOM)  
Warning: mMR console states export is complete before it has!! 
 
LMTransfer tool: move dicom and raw PET data, writes MD5 hash for data integrity. 
At the moment not working for raw MR. 
 
NMExtract tool: extract PET raw data and interfile header to be processed with STIR 
(interfile needs an extra conversion) 
 
Dicom2vol: convert DICOM (3D and 4D) to image formats such as nifti, can perform 
SUV calculation and hashes for data integrity check. 
 
These tools are currently UCL only. However, UCL will open source this. (we still 
need some permission from Siemens on some private fields for NMExtract)  
 
 

5. Head motion correction for PET/MR (Alaleh Rashidnasab) 
Alaleh gave a review of work presented to PSMR. MR-based motion estimation for 
early frames and PET-based motion for later frames combined with PCA-based 
motion detection and time frames definition. STIR was used for reconstruction, SIRF 
could be useful in the project. A slide was presented with software issues to show 
what still needs to be included in STIR/SIRF. 
 

6. Road to Release 1.0 
Kris talked about Online word document, links to Milestones on Github. 
Milestones can keep track of changes easier for users. 
 
Major item: software capabilities for real data to be added.  
mMR: 

- We can read PET from mMR but extraction from DICOM and conversion is a 
pain. 

- Most of the normalization is in STIR. (dead-time pending). Will be easy to 
transport to SIRF 

- Scatter update from Nikos is still not integrated into STIR-master. Needs 
serious testing. 

GE: 
- Can read listmode data (TOF under testing) and norm (no dead-time yet)  
- Extra MATLAB code shared by GE but currently UCL only.  

Action KT: check with Floris Jansen about sharing to other sites 
 
 
Release of 1.0 September is not realistic. Updated targets: Release Candidate end of 



October (ideally before IEEE MIC), Release mid November 
 
 
 

a. SuperBuild/VM versioning 
b. Distribution of software: VM, how to provide an Ubuntu ISO image 
c. Review of tasks and priority list 

We ran out of time, discuss over lunch and next tcons. 
 
 

7. CCP PETMR awards for contributors 
Bronze award (£100): Casper da Costa-Luis For git magic, git and github education, 
and sound advice 
Silver award (£200): Benjamin Thomas For the SuperBuild and CMake education 
Gold award (£400): Christoph Kolbitsch For MR demos and education 
Next year awards available! 
  

8. Future Software Meetings 
Software meetings every 2 or 3 month. 
Working group meeting every 6 months. 
2 weekly tcons for developers 
 
Next software meetings suggestions: beginning September, end of November, 
beginning of February.  
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